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About This Game

SOK MAX is a sokoban classic puzzle game, the sequel of the SOK puzzle. Now there are more boxes on each level. The goal
of the game is to move all the boxes to their positions. It's not as easy as it seems. The player can push one box at a time, but do

not pull it off.

Fascinating gameplay. Lots of awesome levels from easy to hard

Trading cards, beautiful backgrounds, emoticons. It will be added as soon as it becomes available for this game,
according to the rules of Steam
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Title: SOK MAX
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Enter Name Here
Publisher:
Siberian Mouse
Franchise:
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Simple, snappy gameplay! While easy-to-learn but hard-to-master this game certainly brings that rewarding experience and that
"Ah-ha!" moment when you finally solve the next puzzle! Wonderful game, and can't wait to see more!. This Add on i bought
together with main game for a low price so i never regreted many which i spent on it and it could be one factor why i will be
very calm on this product.First this which i noticed was that it was cut from original game and presented as Add on or datadisc
product-but it was only a dirty work of distributors-today it i nothing new-but when i played it and completed after about 10
hours i realized that if this will be part of main game it should be ok, but for datadisc it is too short,with only a little quests, too
linear and with terrible actor voices, but the graphic is perfect and the mainstory is okk also and you harvest extremely good
items so at the end you are a superhero-strange strategy but why not.So I think it could be better and the developers should made
a better work with it, on the other side it is solid RPG for beginners and i enjoyed it somehow also -so i will not join huge
negative responses for this game.

Rating:62%. This is an awesome game! A game that pays tribute and plays like a variety of games seen in the NES days. You
can see references\/inspiration from a variety of sources such as castlevania, metroid, ninja gaiden, faxanadu, iron sword, kid
icarus and the like. Lots of classic concepts and tight controls that feel satisfying, especially some of the maneuvers you can pull
off after you get the grappling hook. I think there is a steep difficulty curve in this game, even on easy the game is pretty
unforgiving. This can lead to frustation but also immense satisfaction once you manage to clear a particular section. The
graphics and use of backgrounds are well done and fit the overall theme nicely. The music and souds are good, but nothing
amazing. They do the job without being annoying or grating but neither are they necessarily memorable or a melody you'll be
whistling later. I recommend this to anyone who grew up with or enjoys retro rpg\/platformers that have a high difficulty curve
but also reward patience and diligence. I have no qualms about paying the full price and if on sale the game would be a steal.

Overall: 8\/10

Controls: 9\/10

Music: 7\/10

Difficulty: 8\/10

Fun: 10\/10

. Let's hope the devs keep up with this one. Don't buy. Dev abandoned this game and it honestly has nothing good to offer. More
flaws then positives. I couldn't force myself to play and regret not getting the refund.. this game deserves game of the year! i
have only played for a couple of minutes and it has a better story than the witcher 3 ! definetly worth the money!. This game is
quite poor. There isn't as much to it as it promises. The speed at the highest level is too slow. The gameplay isn't immersive, and
therefore I think the price is too high. You can find mobile games for a 10th of the price that are much better, with better
graphics, and have clearly had much more time spent on them.. I bought this game this morning, and im rather addicted. The
campaign is fairly long ( i think im about halfway) and it is certainly addicting. the minimal/retro graphics are cool, the
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gameplay is cool, everything is cool. id recommend trying this out!
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Kind of like an interactive painting, but without much interacting except for moving around the space. It's nice to just boot up
and sit and listen to the radio or the game music as blocks slowly fall in and out of frame, casting shadows into the room. $1.99
isn't too bad for all the love and care you can see went into this Diorama. Curious where #2 is though. May look into buying #3.
Keep up the good work! Loved the little box diorama that came before the actual Blocked In room.. 3d Flight is smooth and the
accuracy of the walls and limits are good too.. in general its a very well done game, but there are couple of gameplay things that
really KILL this game
- no option to change the controlls?!
- some insane randomisation, cruelty and unballance for 2 players even at 2nd stage levels
- unplayable with 1 player
and i am talking from a perspective of a guy that maxed out overcooded 1 and 2
hope for some updates that will fix those, and to be able to update the review.. Ok for a free game but certainly wouldn't pay for
it. I remember playing this many years ago on the original Wii. Thought the PC version would be better, but its just as bad as I
remember it.

No graphics options.
No game controller support.
No option to view or change conrtrols. Had to go pressing keys on keyboard till I could work out what key did what. ie weapons,
restart checkpoint etc.
Can't change user name. It automatically secects computer workgroup as name.
Heavy grunge sstyle music may not be to everybodys taste. But at least it can be turned off.. It is a great game.But the lack of
community and empty servers really takes out the gameplay and action.. I think I got this game 90% off for unlocking some
badge. It isn't even worth that. It is a hideous piece of garbage that should not be on Steam, or any respectable distribution
platform.. has quite a few bugs and glitches, but overall it's a great game, I recommend it.
I didn't really enjoy Ninja Senki but this was really good.
I bought it mostly because I really liked the art style of the sprites, and it's even greater to see it in motion.

the bugs that caused me the most trouble were: a screen glitch in level 1, after the part where you drop down if you try to go
back you'll go below the screen and get stuck ( you'll have to restart the game. )
and pressing up while jumping killing all the momentum and making the character stuck in place, needless to say that with the
bad D-pad on the 360 controller this happened quite a few times.
also when the character moves into a wall he gets a subpixel animation when trying to walk into it.

a continue feature would be nice, a lot of oldschool games had a continue option after you get a gameover ( even the original
super mario bros. ), but without it, it really feels tough like a merciless gamegear game
the game boasts having a consistent difficulty progression but the difficulty spike from level 1 to level 2 is pretty big or at least
it just felt that way to me because some spikes hit boxes were a bit off and the jumping glitch got me to miss a few jumps.

I'm looking forward to how much this game can evolve

edit:
so, uh... the highscores screen serve as a continue/level select

and I can't submit a but report because I have to register on squarespace, and squarespace is not allowing me. quite frustrating.
TL;DR: This game is awesome. Buy it. Play it. Enjoy life.

This game is so awesome. It looks silly, but it is an epic adventure waiting to be unveiled. This game is structured so perfectly. It
is not "like" an RPG, it IS an RPG. Very fun. Sure, the first level is a 1 path stage; but after that, it becomes big and tough. By
level 3, you'll be walking all over the place trying to find that 3rd key for the 1st chest! And if you've never seen Adventure
Time, no worries! This game can still be fun without know any characters or Levels. If you're a first timer in AT, you'll love it.
And If you think money is easy to get, think again. Prices are pretty high in the store. This game will keep you up for hours. So
join Finn and Jake on this EPIC ADVENTURE.. The Game Play Is LIke Segas..
Toejam An Earl But With Kirbys Dream Land..
Mixed In.
A Very Fun Adventure Time Game Of All!!
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